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ABSTRACT  
Recent research proposes augmenting capacitive touch pads 
with tangible objects, enabling a new generation of mobile 
applications enhanced with tangible objects, such as game 
pieces and tangible controllers. In this paper, we extend the 
concept to capacitive tangibles consisting of multiple parts, 
such as stackable gaming pieces and tangible widgets with 
moving parts. We achieve this using a system of wires and 
connectors inside each block that causes the capacitance of 
the bottom-most block to reflect the entire assembly. We 
demonstrate three types of tangibles, called CapStones, 
Zebra Dials and Zebra Sliders that work with current 
consumer hardware and investigate what designs may 
become possible as touchscreen hardware evolves.  
Author Keywords: Tangible interface; capacitive sensing; 
multi-component 
ACM Classification Keywords: H5.2 [Information inter-
faces and presentation]: User Interfaces - Graphical user 
interfaces. 
General Terms: Design, Human Factors  
INTRODUCTION 
In 2002, Rekimoto demonstrated how to track tangible ob-
jects on a capacitive sensing platform (capacitance tags 
[6]). More recent research transfers the concept to tablets 
(CapWidgets [4]) and demonstrates how to extend the idea 
into tangible game controllers attached to capacitive touch 
screens (Clip-on Gadgets [10]). 
Many applications, however, require more complexity. 
Many board games allow users to stack gaming pieces; 
construction kits involve assembling objects in three di-
mensions; and complex navigation tasks require widgets 
with multiple degrees of freedom [8]. 
In this paper, we present how to create capacitive tangibles 
that address this by allowing for moving parts and stacking. 
We build on the concept of structured transparency [2,3] 
originally designed for tabletop computers based on diffuse 
illumination. 

CAPSTONES 
CapStones are tangible blocks that allow the underlying 
capacitive touchscreen to identify blocks and to sense how 
they are arranged in 3D. Figure 1 shows one specific block 
design that uses a 2!2 grid of contacts. The capacitance of 
these contacts informs the touchscreen about the block’s 
identity, the stacking height, or both. 

 
Figure 1: Enabling a game of tangible checkers, the capacitive 
touchscreen distinguishes a stack of two CapStones from the 

single CapStones surrounding it. 

As illustrated by Figure 2, stacks of CapStones appear to 
the sensing platform as specific arrangements of contact 
points. A single block of the 2!2 design appears as two 
contact points. When blocks are added on top, additional 
contact points on the bottom CapStone become active, so 
that the sensing platform can determine stacking height of 
up to three blocks based on the number of active contact 
points (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 2: Stacks of one, two, and three CapStones appear to 

the sensing platform as (a) two, (b) three, or (c) four contacts. 
(the black contacts indicate the number of blocks, the contact 
marked with the white dot connects blocks with each other)  

CapStones “hand down” capacitance 
CapStones work as follows. Without being touched by the 
user, blocks are invisible to the sensing platform. When 
users place or rearrange a CapStone, however, they touch 
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an area around its side, labeled user connector in Figure 3. 
Wires inside a CapStone connect its user connector to one 
or more screen connectors located at the bottom of the 
block. Thus, a user’s touch causes these screen connectors 
to assume high capacitance, causing the block to become 
visible to the sensing platform.  

 
Figure 3: Each CapStone features three types of connectors 

(here a design featuring 2x2 screen connectors). 

In order to allow the sensing platform to sense a stack of 
CapStones, we add contacts to the top of each block. When 
stacked, these inter-block connectors link up with the 
screen contacts of the block on top. Figure 4a shows how 
we wire up these contacts to achieve the functionality of the 
blocks shown in Figure 3.   

    
Figure 4: (a) The blocks from Figure 3 were implemented by 
wiring contacts so as to activate one additional screen contact 
for every additional block stacked on top. (b) The wiring be-

hind the 3x3 CapStone design shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: This 3x3 contact design can identify each block as 
either red or green and can pass down the color of up to 2 

blocks above.   

Figure 5 shows a larger design that offers additional func-
tionality. As illustrated by Figure 4b, it uses three dedicated 
contacts to allow the sensing platform to determine the po-
sition and rotation of the block. The remaining 5 contacts 

identify the block as either red or green and hand down the 
color information of up to two blocks located on top. 
ZEBRA DIALS AND ZEBRA SLIDERS 
All block designs presented so far enforce strict alignment 
between blocks by using magnets for connectors. The fol-
lowing designs are not subject to this limitation but can be 
rotated or translated continuously. 
Figure 6a shows a Zebra Dial. In the shown scene, a user 
uses it to adjust the brightness of a picture. Placing a sec-
ond Zebra Dial on top adds a second degree of freedom 
(Figure 6b). The user can now spin both dials independ-
ently to adjust brightness and contrast. 

 
Figure 6: (a) A single Zebra Dial allows users to adjust the 

brightness of the underlying image. (b) Placing a second Ze-
bra Dial on top allows adjusting brightness and contrast. 

Figure 7a shows a Zebra Slider. A single slider again al-
lows adjusting brightness. As with the dials, we can in-
crease functionality by placing a second widget on top 
(Figure 7b). The combined slider now allows users to ad-
just brightness and contrast. 

 
Figure 7: (a) A single Zebra Slider allows users to adjust 

brightness. (b) A second Zebra Slider allows also adjusting 
contrast. 

Slider and dial based on zebra rubber 
Figure 8a illustrates the inner workings of the Zebra Dial. 
Similar to a CapStone, each dial has a user connector along 
the side and four screen connectors at the bottom. The four 
connectors are organized in a unique pattern, thereby form-
ing a marker that allows the sensing platform to identify the 
dial. The orientation of the marker also communicates the 
rotation of the dial, e.g., determining the brightness pa-
rameter. 

 
Figure 8: (a) The inner workings of a Zebra Dial and 

(b) a Zebra Slider. Block sides serve as user connectors. 
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Unlike a CapStone, however, each dial also holds a ring-
shaped strip that extends all the way from the dial’s top to 
its bottom. It is this element that makes the dials stackable. 
It transmits the ID and rotation of the dial above down to 
the touchscreen, independent of the dials’ rotation. The 
strip thereby plays the role that screen connectors, inter-
block connectors, and the internal wires play for CapStones.  
The strip is made of a high-resolution conductive material 
called elastomeric connectors or zebra rubber and is shown 
in Figure 9a. It consists of thin alternating layers of conduc-
tive (black) and non-conductive (white) rubber and was 
originally designed to connect an LCD to a printed circuit 
board without soldering. The material we use (from Top-
Bound Enterprise, $20/pound) offers a resolution of 40 
connections per cm. As shown in Figure 9b, we can use the 
material to effectively “transmit touch”. 

 
Figure 9: (a) Zebra rubber consists of alternating layers of 

conductive and non-conductive material and therefore 
(b) effectively “transmits touch”. Here we are unlocking a 

touchscreen phone through the zebra rubber. 

As illustrated by Figure 8a, the strip of zebra rubber allows 
the underlying touchscreen to “see” the connectors of the 
dial above. The same holds for the slider (Figure 8b). 
LIMITATIONS OF TODAY’S CONSUMER HARDWARE 
All designs shown above were designed to work on current 
consumer hardware, in particular the iPad. At the same 
time, this hardware is subject to two main limitations that 
limit the complexity of the designs we can achieve with it. 
First, the limited spatial resolution of the capacitive sensor 
requires a minimum distance between the centers of the 
contact points (1.7cm for our block design on the iPad). 
Consequently, resulting block designs are larger than desir-
able and/or limited to a small number of contacts, thus less 
functionality. Short block IDs, for example, allow distin-
guishing only few types of blocks. 
Second, the device thresholds capacitance. Rather than de-
livering an array of raw capacitance values, these devices 
clip capacitance against a threshold and merely deliver 
“contact” or “no contact”. This is a problem, because: 
1. The threshold is calibrated for touch recognition. Blocks 
can therefore not be detected unless touched by the user. 
This requires workarounds. In order to distinguish between 
a CapStone being removed from the surface and the user 
merely letting go of the block, we proceed as follows: when 
the platform sees all contacts disappear at the same time, 
we conclude that the CapStone has been removed. If con-
tacts fade one at a time, we conclude that it is still there. 
Still, some limitations remain: when blocks are moved 
without the user picking them up, e.g., when a user acci-
dentally bumps into the touchscreen, blocks slide, but the 

touch screen will be unaware of this, so that physical and 
virtual representations will be out of sync. 
2. The device cannot sense beyond a certain stacking 
height. The reason lies in the way capacitance accumulates. 
When we stack multiple CapStones, the wires inside of 
them combine into a single long wire. At a certain stacking 
height, wires become long enough that their capacitance 
reaches the touchscreen’s threshold. The touchscreen now 
registers “contact” whether or not the user touches the end 
of the wire. Consequently, we do not obtain any informa-
tion from this contact anymore, which prevents us from 
sensing beyond a certain height. On an iPad, this applies to 
stacks of four or more CapStones. 
These limitations, however, are platform-specific and will 
go away as capacitive technology evolves. The track pad 
shown in Figure 10, for example, has a higher threshold for 
detecting “contact”, which increases the maximum stacking 
height to six. 

 
Figure 10: Switching to a less sensitive capacitive sensor al-
lows us to stack 6 CapStones (touch pad of a MacBook Pro). 

ANALOG CAPSTONES ON A FUTURE TOUCH SCREEN 
To illustrate the potential of CapStones on future capacitive 
platforms, we made the simple prototype shown in Figure 
11a. It features a 2D grid of self-capacitive sensors imple-
mented by connecting every second hole of a hole board to 
one port of an Arduino Mega 2560 board. The sensing reso-
lution of 5mm distance between contacts is thereby several 
times higher than the non-interpolated sensing resolution of 
the iPad. This platform is for experimentation only, so we 
wired up only a small area of 8!4 contacts. 
The prototype delivers raw capacitance data, which we 
calibrate for high sensitivity using 30 mega ohm resistors. 
This allows us to detect blocks without the user touching 
them (Figure 11b). Note that this block has no user contact. 
Receiving raw capacitance values allows us to distinguish 
multiple levels of capacitance, which allows us to extract 
more than a single bit of information per contact. The sim-
ple design shown in Figure 11b exploits this. These analog 
CapStones use only two types of elements: (1) contacts that 
go straight through and (2) no contact, i.e., simply a blank 
space. The contacts form a marker that identifies the block. 
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Figure 11: (a) Our prototype of a capacitive sensor offers 

5mm sensor resolution and reports raw capacitance values. 
(b) A blue block recognized by the prototype. 

At the same time, contacts allow the pad to “see” blocks on 
top, because connected contacts have higher capacitance. 
To maximize this ability to sense what is on top, analog 
CapStones use mostly contacts and only very few holes. 
The larger block design shown in Figure 12, for example, 
consists of three segments each of which has a hole in a 
different location. 
However, capacitance values are noisy and respond to envi-
ronmental factors such as the proximity of a hand or other 
blocks, which limits how many levels can be distinguished. 

 
Figure 12: Bridge made from two 1x1 analog CapStones with 

one 3x1 analog CapStone on top. 

RELATED WORK 
Early work on compound tangible objects was based on 
active components connected by a system of cables and 
plugs, such as Pin&Play [5], self-describing building 
blocks [1], and ActiveCube [7]. Their electric connectors 
allowed mutual communication among connected tangible 
components but required active power, which requires 
maintenance, such as replacing batteries. 
Stackable markers [2] and Lumino [3] eliminated the need 
for batteries by porting the concept of modular tangibles to 
an external platform, i.e., tabletop computer. In these de-
signs, sensing, processing, and calibration were confined to 
the sensing platform, here a tabletop computer based on 
diffuse illumination. This eliminated the need for an active 
power source, thereby simplifying maintenance. 
Rekimoto’s SmartSkin [6] presented how to track tangible 
objects on a capacitive platform. CapWidgets [4] showed 
rotary knob tangible control working with iPads. TUIC [9] 
presented active capacitive markers that allow identifying 
blocks by their unique frequencies. 

CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we demonstrated stackable building blocks, 
dials, and sliders for current capacitive touch screens and 
for what we expect to be future touchscreens. The pre-
sented tangibles are designed to provide additional func-
tionality to tangible-enhanced applications, such as tangible 
board games or applications with tangible controls. 
As future work, we plan to study capacitive blocks on very 
high-resolution capacitive sensors (> 100dpi), such as those 
currently used in capacitive fingerprint scanners. 
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